PENTTT.lÄnvr l. Let [3] and [4] , we are interested in the interrelations of these three classes on certain Riemann surfaces. In Section 2, we discuss the possibility of obtaining BY(V)cMC(V) ot Riemann surfac,es whose boundaries are absolutely disconnected in the sense of Sario [13]. In Section 3, we seek conditions upon B under which BY(T):149F). lt turns out that , besides theabsolutedisconnectivity, is just what is wanted. In Section 4 we will show that MD*(T):BV(V)c MC(V) provided thatW belongs to Oaop [12]. This result completes a theorem by Matsumoto [9] .
BY(T):149F). lt turns out that AC-removability
, besides theabsolutedisconnectivity, is just what is wanted. In Section 4 we will show that MD*(T):BV(V)c MC(V) provided thatW belongs to Oaop [12] . This result completes a theorem by Matsumoto [9] .
In the course of this work we shall make some comments on [7] , [8] and [l] . Since f(pr,) is totally disconnected, we may arrange fi$r')nfo@nY'):0' For z(\fi(\wV'), let i(z;fo@"V')) denote the index of z with respect to .fo(\nV') 14,p.34!.By[4,Lemma1\, vro(z)=i(z;fs(|nY')) fo, each z(ft(fv')' set n:max {i(z; fs(0nY'))lz<. Let G denote a component of C\fi(åwy\ \tith Gnf § (B)*0, and let n denote the constant value of vlu@) in G\,ffffr. Then å satisfiesin f'(cf,ffffr)) a" identity h"*Z',=r(aiofs)h-i:0 with a, analytic in \ff(Bn). As shown before, we have fi(|i<Nr. Because ft is both bounded and Dirichlet bounded, each aiadmits an analytic extension over It@)nG (cf. again [2, pp. 14-15 and p. 23]). As before, these extensions permit ustoconcludethat Cl(tr;( lfl-'(fr(fr)nG)) belongstoNr.Itfollowsthat Cl(h;fi"\ is totally disconnected. Hence by [4, Lemma2l, hhas boundedvalence. Consequently, the same is true of f, i.e., f<Bl/V). 
